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Flexible, extendable, fuel resistant
black neoprene rubber hose.
Extends 300 - 600mm.
Suits 38mm diameter fittings.

RWB1344

Rubber  Deck  Filler  Hose

4 - Deck  Hardware  -  Deck  Fillers

The breathers 16mm hose tail 
end fastens into the trap and 
then the breather hose is 
connected to the traps 16mm 
hose tail.  Simply puts a loop 
in the vent line without having 
to loop the hose.  Black nylon 
with stainless steel fastenings.

RWB2845

Attwood’s range of vented deck fills incorporate a waterproof screen  
that eliminates the possibility of water entering the boats fuel system, 
whilst also allowing free airflow in and out of the tank to let the boats 
engine breathe freely.
Attwood’s unique design includes an integral tank vent with flame 
arrestor and anti-surge technology.  Choice of straight or angled 
configuration and a choice of cap materials and types.

A Waterproof screen eliminates water entering fuel system
A Integral tank vent with flame arrestor
A Anti-surge technology prevents fuel splashing out due to surge
A Engineered composite plastic body for extreme strength
A Choice of cap colour and material to suit many applications
A Oval or round head, straight or angled shaft
A Stainless steel beaded chain on round deck fills to prevent cap loss
A ISO symbols for gasoline, diesel and water located on cap
A Suits 16mm (5/8”) breather hose and 38mm (1 1/2”) filler hose

Oval  Shaped  Vented  Fuel  Deck  Fills
Available in white or black cap in straight or angled configuration.
Hinged cap with push-button click opening and closing mechanism.
ISO gasoline symbol stamped into both the cap and the interior surface 
of the deck fill.  115 x 70mm base size.

RWB7850 Straight black
RWB7851 Straight white
RWB7852 Angled black
RWB7853 Angled white

Round  Shaped  Vented  Deck  Fills
Available in white, black, chrome or stainless steel cap in straight 
or angled configuration.
ISO symbols stamped into the cap and interior surface of the deck fill.
Deck fills with stainless steel caps also include colour printed 
symbol - red for petrol fuel, green for diesel and blue for water.
Screw open caps with ribs for easy opening.  Gasoline fillers also 
include a key for opening and tightening.  83mm diameter.

RWB7854 Straight black gasoline
RWB7855 Straight white gasoline
RWB7856 Straight chrome gasoline
RWB7857 Straight stainless steel gasoline

RWB7858 Angled black gasoline
RWB7859 Angled white gasoline
RWB7860 Angled chrome gasoline
RWB7861 Angled stainless steel gasoline
RWB7862 Angled stainless steel WATER
RWB7863 Angled stainless steel DIESEL

Key included 
with Gasoline 
deck fills

Attwood  Vented  Deck  Fills

Fuel  Breather  Trap


